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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to show that if n is an artin algebra of g!obal 
dimension (81 dim) 2, then the determinant of its Cartan matrix equals + I. 
This generalizes previous results of Donovan and Freislich [2], Igusa and 
Todorov ]4 ] and Wilson [5]. 
We recall that if n is an artin algebra (for instance, a finite-dimensional 
algebra over a field), there are finitely many nonisomorphic indecomposable 
projective rl modules P,, P ,,..., P,,. We denote by /End,(P.) Hom,,(P,, P,,) the 
length of Hom,(P,. PI) as an End,(P,) module. Then the h x n matrix C(n j, 
having knd.,cPi, Hom.,(P,, P,i) as the (i,j)th entry is called the Cartan matrix 
of rl. 
Let ,d be now an artin algebra of finite representation type- that is, having 
finitely many nonisomorphic indecomposable ‘4 modules. Let H= 
u End,(,tr) Hom.,(M, N)) be the matrix with integral entries, where M, N range 
through the set of the nonisomorphic indecomposable II modules. 
Donovan and Freislich [2], have shown that if .4 = kG is a group algebra 
of finite representation type, then det H = + 1. Then, using associated graded 
algebras, Wilson showed that det H = + 1 if A is a finite-dimensional algebra 
of finite-representation type over an algebraically closed field [ 5 IO Indepen- 
dently the same result was proved by Igusa and Todorov [4] without making 
any assumption on the ground field. 
Let P be the Auslander algebra of n (see [ 1 ] for further details). that is. 
r = End,,(M, 0 MT . . . @ M,JoD, where M, ,..., M, are the nonisomorphic 
indecomposable n modules. Then, it has been shown that H = C(T), where. 
C(T) denotes the Cartan matrix of the Auslander algebra r. 
It is known that gl dim r< 2 and that dom dim r > 2. [We recall that 
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dom dim P > 2 means that in a minimal injective resolution of I-, 0 --t r+ 
I,(r)-tI,(r)+ *a., I,(T) and I,(T) are projective P modules.) 
We show that the hypothesis that dom dim r> 2 can be dropped, in fact 
that the determinant of the Cartan matrix equals +l, if r is an artin algebra 
of gl dim 2. The result of this paper raises the following question: Let r be 
an artin algebra such that gl dim r < co. Then, is det C(T) always equal to 
+1? 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
We use the following notations: P, , Pz ,..., P, denote the nonisomorphic 
indecomposable projective A modules, where A is an artin algebra. 
aij = zEnd,,(Pi) Hom,,(P,, Pj) the length of Hom;,(Pi, Pi) as an End,,(Pj) 
module. C(A) = (aii) is the Cartan matrix of A. 
THEOREM A. Let A be an artin algebra having gl dim 2. Then, 
det C(A) = 1. 
The proof consists of the following: We construct a sequence of artin 
algebras A = A,, A i ,..., A, such that gl dim/ii = 2 for 0 < i < k and 
gl dim A, < 1, also such that det C(Ai) = det C(Aj) for every i, j. Since for an 
artin algebra of global dimension at most one, the determinant of the Cartan 
matrix is known to equal 1; we will be done. 
In order to prove our main result, we need a few lemmas. We start with 
LEMMA 1. Let A be an artin algebra such that gl dim A = 2. Then there 
exists a simple A module of projective dimension orze. 
Proof. We use the following properties of the projective dimension (pd) 
[3]. If 0 + A + B + C + 0 is an exact sequence of A modules, then 
(a) pdA <pdB*pdB=pdC. 
(b) pdA>pdB*pdC=l+pdA. 
Let B be a A module of minimal length among the A moduies of projective 
dimension one. We show that B must be a simple module. 
If B is not simple, there exists 0 #A c B with A #B. Therefore, by our 
assumption on B, pd A = 0 or pd A = 2. Consider 0 + A --f B + B/A -+ 0. 
If pd A = 2, by (b), pd B/A = 3 contradicting gl dim A = 2. If pd A = 0, by 
(a), pd B/A = 1 contradicting our assumption on B, since f(Blz4) < l(B). 
Therefore B must be simple. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be an artin algebra. Let P,,..., P, be the nonisomorphic 
indecomposable projective A modules, and S, , S, ,..., S, the simple A modules 
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corresponding to P, ,..., P,. Assume that pd S, = 1. Let r= End.,(Pz (3 
P3 0 . . ‘PJP. Then gl dim r < gl dim 4. 
Proof. We consider the functor Hom,,(Pz @ P, @ ... 0 P,,)i: 
mod 4 --f mod P (where mod A, mod r represent the categories of finitely 
generated left II and r modules). Clearly this functor is exact. We also recall 
from [l] that the indecomposable projective r modules have the form 
Horn, (P, @ . . . 0 P,. Pi) for i = 2,..., n and the simple r moduies have the 
form Horn.,, (PI 0 . . . @ P, , Si) for i = 2 ,..., n. 
Since pd S, = 1, the radical of P,, rP, is a projective -4 module and 
rP,=u?Pz~c/3P3...~u,P, with nonnegative ui - s. Therefore 
Hom,,(P, @ .‘. @ P,,, P,) = Hom,,(P, @ . . . @ P,: rP,) is a projective F 
module. All of this means that if + Q,-+ Q,-, --f ..a Qr --f Q, + Si+ 0 is a 
minimal projective resolution of a simple 4 module Si, for i = 2,..., n, then 
+ Hom,(P, 0 . ..OPn.Q,)-Hom,(P,O... OP,l,Q,-,)-.~.- 
Hom,,(P, @ ... @ P,, Si) + 0 is a projective resolution (not necessarily 
minimal) of the simple r module Hom,,(Pz 0 . . . @ P,, Si) for i = 2,..., n. 
The lemma now follows. 
THEOREM 33. Let A be an artin algebra and let S, be a simple A-module 
having the property that pd S, = 1. Let P,, P?,..., P,, be the nonisomorphic 
indecomposable projective A modules with P, being the projective cover of 
S,. 
Let P = End.,(P? @ . . . @P,)“” and let C(rj be the Cartan matrix of P. 
Then det C(A) = det C(T). 
ProoJ Consider the projective resolution of S, 
(*) O~m,zP,Om,,P,O...Om,,,P,,~P,~S,~@ with lni,i non- 
negative integers. 
Apply successively to (*), Hom,,(P,, .) ,..., Hom,,(P,, s). We get by- 
counting lengths 
-(m12q2 + nz,,a,, + ... + mlnaln) + a,, - 1 = 0 (1) 
-(m,,ajz + m,3aj3 + .-. + m,,ai,) + ajl = 0 for j > 1, (2) 
where we recall that C(4) = (alj). 
If we rewrite Eqs. (1) and (2), we get 
a,, + (-ml?) a,, + (WI,~) aI3 + ... + (-m,,)h = 1 
and, for j > 1 
aj, + (-WZ,J uj2 + (-ml,) uj3 + ..’ + (-ml.) ajn = O, 
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These last two equalities mean that 
and, that for j > 1 
1 
[ai1 aj2 *. ai,, 
i 1 
-y” = 0. 
-ml,, 
Combining, we get 





!n2 a nn 
Taking determinants we obtain a22 -.. a2,, 
det C(A) = det I 1 i = det C(T). a t72 -.. a ,,n 
The last equality fol!ows from the natural isomorphism Hom,(P,, Pj) =: 
Hom,((Hom,(P, 0 . ..@P.,,PJ, Hom,(P,@... OP,,P,)) for i, j>2. 
The theorem is proved. 
We are now in position to prove our main result. 
Proof of Theorem A. L,et A be such that gl dim A = 2. There exists a 
simple A module S, such that pd S, = 1, by Lemma 1. Let P,, P, ,..., P, be 
the nonisomorphic indecomposable projective A modules with P, the 
projective cover of S,. 
Let A,=End,(Pz@P,@-.. @ P,)““. Then, det C(A) = det C(A ,) by 
Theorem 8, and by Lemma 2, gl dim A, < gl dim A. If gl dim A, < 1 we are 
done. If not, gl dim A 1 = 2 and we repeat the process. In this way we obtain 
artin algebras A,, A, ,..., Ai . . . . . having the properties 
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(a) det C(AJ = det C(AiPI) = ... = det C(/i), for every i, 
(b) gl dim lli < 2 for every i3 
(c) A{ has n - i nonisomorphic simple modules. 
This inductive process must end at A,- L that has 1 simple module and 
gl dim A,, _, < 2. Therefore A,, ~, is a simple algebra and C(A ,2 _ [) has det 1~ 
We are done. 
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